Ravelry is a knitter’s best friend By Deb Welch
Besides all of the tips and tricks Deniece and I write for the Guild Cable
Newsletter, there are many more things that this website can do to assist
us in our craft:

• Projects -allows you to share with others what you are working on,
have completed AND track what kind of yarn and needles you made
the project with:

•

Stash-allows you to track all of your yarn and then sort it by
weight, amount, fiber type, partially used…. You can even indicate
if you will trade or sell to help destash.

Que-this is a great place to store those patterns you want to work
on next
• Favorites- can be a pattern, a video, a help thread….
•

• Friends-keep track of what your friends are knitting check on the
groups they belong to and watch the wonderful projects they make

• Groups and events-is a great way to join other fans of the various
groups. As Deniece stated in the last newsletter there are groups
for EVERYTHING! In addition, you can click on this link to see what
events are coming in your area.

• Needles and Hooks-another great way to organize your inventory
and print a card to carry in your purse:

• Library-is by far my favorite feature. You can store all of your
favorite (a lot of them free) patterns here and sort them by project
type:

•

Other features of Ravelry:
o Finding patterns - by style or designer
o Finding yarn for a pattern- let’s say you find a pattern you
really like but the yarn they used isn’t what you have. You
can click on the projects tab and see what other people have
used, or if yarn ideas is available check there as well
o Did you run out of yarn with only three more rows left in your
project? Have no fear you can check the “Yarns” tab to see if
you can find someone with that same dyelot that can send you
a few yards.
o Knit Alongs (KALs)- follow mystery knitters progress and get
tips on new stitches you’ve never done before.

Another great website:
Yarndex-let’s you find out information about a yarn and quite possibly
find one similar to it. Works great for when a yarn is no longer made
anymore and you want to find something similar to it.

